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Abstract

The hippocampus and adjacent cortical structures in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) contribute to memory through interactions with distributed brain areas. Studies of monkey and rodent anatomy suggest that parallel pathways converge on distinct subregions of the MTL. To explore the cortical areas linked to subregions of the MTL in humans, we examined cortico-cortical and hippocampal-cortical correlations using high-resolution, functional connectivity analysis in one hundred individuals. MTL seed regions extended along the anterior to posterior axis and included hippocampus and adjacent structures. Results revealed two separate brain pathways that correlated with distinct subregions within the MTL. The body of the hippocampus and posterior parahippocampal cortex correlated with lateral parietal cortex, regions along the posterior midline including posterior cingulate and retrosplenial cortex, and ventral medial prefrontal cortex. By contrast, anterior hippocampus and the perirhinal/entorhinal cortices correlated with distinct regions in the lateral temporal cortex extending into the temporal pole. The present results are largely consistent with known connectivity in the monkey and provide a novel task-independent dissociation of the parallel pathways supporting the MTL memory system in humans. The cortical pathways include regions that have undergone considerable areal expansion in humans providing insight into how the MTL memory system has evolved to support a diverse array of cognitive domains.
Introduction

Declarative memory – conscious memory for events and facts – depends on the medial temporal lobe (MTL; Cohen and Eichenbaum 1993; Milner et al. 1968; Squire 1992). The MTL encompasses anatomically related structures including the hippocampal formation and adjacent parahippocampal, perirhinal, and entorhinal cortices, which lie along the parahippocampal gyrus (collectively referred to as the parahippocampal region; see Witter et al. 2000). The complex anatomy of the MTL has led to a debate about the nature of the contributions of subregions of the MTL and whether they are associated with functionally distinct processes or act collectively as an integrated system (e.g., Eichenbaum et al. 2007; Squire et al. 2004).

The neocortical connections of parahippocampal and perirhinal cortices are complementary (Burwell and Amaral 1998; Suzuki and Amaral 1994a). Both the parahippocampal and perirhinal cortices feed information into the entorhinal cortex (Lavenex and Amaral 2000; Witter et al. 2000). However, the parahippocampal cortex projects largely to the medial entorhinal area, while the perirhinal projects largely to the lateral entorhinal area. The entorhinal cortex, in turn, projects to the hippocampal formation (Witter et al. 2000). These parallel pathways, however, are interconnected with a substantial projection from parahippocampal cortex to perirhinal cortex, in addition to connections between the lateral and medial areas of the entorhinal cortex (Burwell 2000). Thus, the
anatomy of the cortico-parahippocampal-hippocampal system is best described as including both parallel and hierarchical components, positioning it well to integrate diverse informational sources important to memory.

The centrality of the MTL system extends to its connectivity with the broader neocortex. Multiple unimodal and polymodal cortical regions project to the parahippocampal and perirhinal cortices (Burwell and Amaral 1998; Schmahmann and Pandya 2006; Suzuki and Amaral 1994a). The cortical projections encompass two parallel pathways. The parahippocampal cortex receives inputs from visual association areas, retrosplenial cortex, the dorsal bank of the superior temporal sulcus, and the parietal lobe, among other regions. The perirhinal cortex receives inputs including from visual areas in the ventral temporal cortex, and the ventral and dorsal banks of the superior temporal sulcus (Lavenex and Amaral 2000; Suzuki and Amaral 1994a; b). These two pathways have been heuristically characterized as relating to spatial and non-spatial aspects of sensory input because of their preferential connections to parietal areas (parahippocampal system) and inferior temporal areas (perirhinal system). While initial evidence suggests homologies between human and macaque (Catani et al. 2003), important differences may also exist, especially in cortical regions with substantial areal expansion in humans (Van Essen and Dierker 2007). Thus, detailed characterization of pathways linked to subregions within the MTL is essential for further progress. Specifically, it is unknown whether human MTL shows regional differentiation that supports two parallel
pathways and, if present, whether the cortical targets of the parallel pathways are best characterized as sensory systems.

Methods based on intrinsic activity have recently emerged as powerful tools to explore human functional connectivity. Spontaneous activity patterns in the cortex have been shown to reflect functional-anatomic organization of the brain both at the level of cortical columns (Arieli et al. 1995; Kenet et al. 2003; Moon et al. 2007) and large-scale functional networks spanning multiple cortical regions (e.g., Biswal et al. 1995; De Luca et al. 2005; Fox et al. 2005; Fox et al. 2007; Greicius et al. 2003; Vincent et al. 2006; for review see Fox and Raichle 2007). In macaques, low frequency (<0.1 Hz) spontaneous blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal fluctuations measured with MRI have been shown to correspond to functional activation and polysynaptic anatomical connectivity patterns (Vincent et al. 2007). These correlations likely involve a combination of direct and indirect anatomic connectivity. While the physiological significance of the BOLD fluctuations remains incompletely understood, they provide a powerful means of exploring functional connectivity in humans (for recent review see Fox and Raichle 2007). Previous studies using functional connectivity have revealed that the MTL is correlated with widespread regions of cortex but the anatomic resolution of past techniques has not allowed for detailed analysis of subregions within the MTL (Greicius et al. 2004; Vincent et al. 2006). Thus, it is unknown whether humans possess multiple parallel pathways that converge on
distinct subregions of the MTL as would be predicted from anatomic studies in the macaque.

The present work sought to delineate the functional connectivity of the MTL to test the hypothesis that distinct cortical regions comprising multiple parallel pathways converge on subregions of the MTL. To identify the large-scale brain systems connected to the MTL we computed correlation maps of spontaneous low frequency fluctuations in the BOLD signal acquired using high resolution imaging methods in the absence of overt task performance. We identified two distinct cortical brain pathways that each reliably correlated with separate subregions of the MTL memory system.

Methods

Participants

One hundred adults (58 females; ages 18-34, mean age 22.9 years ± 4.3 [mean ± SD]) participated. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were right-handed, native English speakers. Participants were screened to exclude individuals with a history of neurologic or psychiatric conditions as well as those using psychoactive medications. Informed consent was obtained in accordance with guidelines set forth by the institutional review board of the Massachusetts General Hospital.
Data Acquisition and preprocessing

Scanning was performed on a 3T TimTrio system (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a 12-channel phased-array whole-head coil. High-resolution 3D T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MP-RAGE) anatomical images were collected (TR = 2530 ms, TE = 3.39 ms, FA = 7°, 1 × 1 × 1.33 mm voxels). Functional data were acquired using a gradient-echo echo-planar pulse sequence (TR = 5000 ms, TE = 30 ms, FA = 90°, 55 axial slices, 2 × 2 × 2 mm voxels, no interslice gap, FOV 256 × 256 mm, Matrix size of 128 × 128). The relatively long TR (5 s) enabled whole brain coverage with high spatial resolution. Because functional connectivity analysis is based on low frequency fluctuations (< 0.1 Hz), sparse temporal sampling is sufficient. As will be shown, robust intrinsic correlations were observed consistent with prior observations using shorter TR. Head motion was restricted using a pillow and foam inserts that surrounded the head and earplugs were used to attenuate scanner noise.

Two separate data sets (Data Set 1: N = 55; Data Set 2: N = 45) were acquired with similar parameters with the exception of total time points (Data Set 1: 2 runs x 65 time points; Data Set 2: 4 runs x 76 time points). Additional runs were acquired at the same session but not included in present analyses. In Data Set 1, a visual face detection task (lasting approximately 20 minutes) preceded the fixation runs, and a face recognition memory task (45 minutes) followed it. In Data Set 2, two fixation runs were administered at the beginning of the scanning session. The remaining two fixation runs were administered near the end of the
scanning session, approximately an hour later. During the intervening hour, participants completed two behavioral tasks making judgments about mental states of characters in visually-presented short stories, and a recognition memory task of visually-presented words.

The two independent data sets allowed us to test the reliability of the functional correlation maps. Specifically, we used Data Set 1 to identify in an exploratory manner the distinct cortical regions that are correlated with subregions of the MTL. Data Set 2 was used to test predictions generated by the initial data set and to compare the topography of independently obtained correlation maps.

Participants were instructed only to fixate on a visual crosshair centered on a screen for the entire duration of all the fixation runs. The visual stimulus was generated on an Apple PowerBook G4 computer (Apple, Inc., Cupertino, CA) using Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) and the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard 1997). The stimulus was projected onto a screen positioned at the head of the magnet bore.

Resting-state data were preprocessed using procedures common in conventional fMRI studies to reduce scanner artifacts, correct for head motion, and transform the data into a standard atlas space. These preprocessing steps included removal of the first four volumes to allow for T1-equilibration effects, compensation of systematic, slice-dependent time shifts (SPM2, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK), and rigid body correction for
head motion within and across runs (Jenkinson et al. 2002; FMRIB, Oxford, UK). The last step provided a record of head position within functional runs that was later used as a nuisance regressor in the correlation analysis (see below). Atlas registration was achieved by computing affine transforms connecting the first image volume of the first functional run with the T1-weighted structural images (Jenkinson and Smith 2001; FMRIB, Oxford, UK). Our atlas representative template includes MP-RAGE data from 12 normal individuals and was made to conform to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template using previously described methods (Buckner et al. 2004). The final preprocessing step combined motion correction and atlas transformation in one step to yield a motion-corrected volumetric time series sampled at 2 mm cubic voxels.

**Construction of surface representations**

Surface representation was obtained by transforming each participant’s atlas-normalized T1 image to the Freesurfer average surface (Fischl et al. 1999). To verify that the average cortical ribbon provided sufficient estimation of the parenchyma in the present group, the white and pial matter surfaces were overlaid on a group average of the atlas-normalized T1 images in Data Set 1 (Figure 1C). The cortical regional labels throughout the manuscript are based on a probabilistic atlas that incorporates probable location of a region of interest and inter-subject variance of the region. Specifically, a probabilistic labeling algorithm (Fischl et al. 2004) was used with a training set comprised of manually
identified 34 cortical ROIs in each of the individual hemispheres from 40 MRI
scans (Desikan et al. 2006; see also Fischl et al. 2002). The overlap of the cortical
ribbons on the group average of participants in Data Set 1 with the estimated
anatomical subdivisions of the MTL including the hippocampus were then
computed (Desikan et al. 2006; Fischl et al. 2002; Fischl et al. 2004). In addition,
the results from both data sets were projected onto the inflated surface of the left
cerebral hemisphere of the average fiducial PALS surface (Supplementary
Figure S1) using Caret software (Van Essen 2005) to allow comparison to earlier
work (e.g., Vincent et al. 2006).

Assessment of susceptibility artifacts

Signal loss and distortion (susceptibility artifacts) in T2*-dependent
(BOLD) images occur as a result of magnetic inhomogeneities in regions where
the brain is adjacent to air or dense bone. Regions in the MTL immediately above
the petrous bone are particularly prone to signal loss (Ojemann et al. 1997). To
estimate the effects of susceptibility artifacts in the present data, the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) was computed for each voxel by averaging the signal intensity
across the whole run and dividing it by the standard deviation over time. The
SNR was computed for all the target-atlas normalized BOLD runs acquired for
each participant and averaged to provide a single value for each voxel in the
brain. The SNR was computed separately for Data Set 1 and Data Set 2. As can be
observed in Figure 2, low SNR is present in the anterior portion of the inferior
temporal and orbitofrontal cortices. Importantly, signal loss in the MTL was restricted to the same regions across the two data sets, with good to excellent SNR present for most portions of the MTL including the body and head of the hippocampus.

**Group functional connectivity analysis**

Functional connectivity analysis was achieved following the preprocessing and correlation procedures used by Fox and colleagues (2005) and detailed in Vincent et al. (2006). Briefly, the preprocessed functional data (in atlas space) were passed through an additional series of processing steps. First, for each voxel, temporal filtering removed constant offsets and linear trends over each run while retaining frequencies below 0.08 Hz. Data were spatially smoothed using a 4 mm full-width half-maximum Gaussian blur. Several sources of spurious or regionally nonspecific variance were then removed by regression of nuisance variables including: six parameters obtained by rigid body head motion correction, the signal averaged over the whole-brain, the signal averaged over the lateral ventricles, and the signal averaged over a region centered in the deep cerebral white matter. Temporally-shifted versions of these waveforms also were removed by inclusion of the first temporal derivatives (computed by backward differences) in the linear model. This regression procedure removes variance unlikely to represent regionally specific correlations of neuronal origin. Of note, the global (whole-brain) signal correlates with respiration-induced fMRI
signal fluctuations (Birn et al. 2006; Wise et al. 2004). By removing global signal, variance contributed by physiological artifacts is minimized and the distribution of correlation coefficients throughout the brain such that there are roughly an equal number of positive and negative correlations. Consequently, testing a positive correlation coefficient for statistical significance against the null hypothesis of no correlation ($r = 0$) becomes appropriate (Vincent et al. 2006).

Removal of signals correlated with ventricles and white matter further reduces non-neuronal contributions to BOLD correlations (Bartels and Zeki 2005; Fox et al. 2005).

Correlation maps for each seed in the left hemisphere were computed by correlating regional time courses (averaged over all voxels within the seed region) with every voxel in the brain. Correlation maps were converted to $z$ maps using Fisher’s $r$-to-$z$ transformation (Zar 1996). This transformation generates values for each voxel that are approximately normally distributed across individuals in a homogenous population. Individual $z$ maps were entered into conventional random effects analyses to obtain $t$-maps representing regions reliably correlated across the whole group. The $t$-maps were computed for each data set and thresholded at $p < 0.001$ (uncorrected for multiple comparisons). Effects were interpreted only if they were identified in Data Set 1 and then independently replicated in Data Set 2. This experimental strategy provides an unbiased measurement of correlation strength and employs a conservative
solution to the problem of multiple comparisons (Buckner et al. 1995; Vincent et al. 2006).

**Construction of medial temporal lobe seed regions of interest**

The objective of the correlation analysis was to identify regions of cortex intrinsically correlated with subregions of the hippocampus and surrounding medial temporal lobe structures (similar to the analysis of anterior cingulate cortex by Margulies et al. 2007). The seed regions were spheres (3 mm radius; 7 voxels × 2 mm$^3$ = 56 mm$^3$ volume) centered on coordinates in stereotaxic atlas space obtained by creating an average T1 image from the group of participants in Data Set 1. A total of 16 seeds were defined in the left hemisphere. A set of 8 seeds separated center-to-center by 4 mm (Table 1; Figure 3) spanned the long axis of the hippocampus, and an additional set of 8 seeds spanned the collateral sulcus. Thus, these seed regions afforded full coverage of the MTL. For visualization purposes, the seed region centers are represented in Figure 3 as dots on the flattened MTL surface.
Results

Subregions within the MTL correlate with distinct cortical pathways

Correlation maps corresponding to the parahippocampal and perirhinal/entorhinal cortices are shown for Data Set 1 (Figure 4). A seed located in the posterior end of the perirhinal/entorhinal cortices (PRc/ERc) correlated with the lateral anterior temporal lobe immediately below the superior temporal sulcus (Figure 4B). In contrast, a seed located in the posterior portion of the parahippocampal cortex (PHc) strongly correlated with the inferior parietal lobule, retrosplenial cortex extending into posterior cingulate, and ventral medial prefrontal cortex (Figure 4C). Two important aspects of these maps are evident in Figure 4. First, the maps are non-overlapping with the exception of (1) a small region in the anterior temporal pole and (2) a larger region in the medial temporal lobe along the collateral sulcus and toward the head of the hippocampus/amygdala (likely attributable to high local connectivity and autocorrelation around the seed). Second, as can be seen on the coronal slices in Figure 4B,C (see also Figure 5), the correlation maps were largely symmetric even though the seeds were unilateral (consistent with Vincent et al. 2006). Additional seed regions along the collateral sulcus yielded correlation maps similar to one or the other of these two maps or a combination of both, but did not reveal additional cortical networks (not shown).
Seed regions located in the hippocampus revealed similarly distinct correlation maps. A seed in the mid portion of the body of the hippocampus (bHipp) revealed a pattern similar to that observed with the PHc seed (Figure 5), while a seed located in the head of the hippocampus (hHipp) revealed correlation pattern similar to that obtained with the PRc/ERc seed (not shown). In order to compare our maps to prior work we also projected the left cerebral hemisphere onto the average fiducial PALS surface using Caret software (Van Essen 2005). The two sets of cortical regions generated by the hippocampal seeds, when combined, correspond closely to the cortical system reported in Vincent et al. (2006; see Supplementary Figure S1). Further, as demonstrated in Figure 5, seeds adjacent in the hippocampus and PRc/ERc yielded two distinct maps implying that the two cortical pathways are associated with nearby, but separate, subregions of the MTL. The next sections explore this possibility directly.

Identification of a priori cortical regions for hypothesis testing

The maps generated by the hippocampal seeds (bHipp and hHipp) in Data Set 1 were used to define cortical regions used as a priori seeds in Data Set 2 (Buckner et al. 1995; Vincent et al. 2006). A central goal of this analysis was to identify distinct cortical regions differentially correlated with hHipp and PRc/ERc versus bHipp and PHc. As described above, in Data Set 1, the anterior inferior temporal sulcus (aITS) and inferior parietal lobule (IPL) selectively correlated with distinct seeds in the MTL (Figure 5). Local maxima were
identified in aITS and IPL from the correlation maps associated with hHipp and bHipp, respectively. Regions defined around these peaks (8 mm radius spheres) were carried forward for analysis of Data Set 2.

*aITS and IPL correlate with distinct subregions of the MTL*

Depicted in Figure 6 are the locations of the aITS and IPL seeds predicted to dissociate MTL subregions and the MTL correlation maps for each of these two cortical seeds. Results are presented for both Data Set 1 and Data Set 2. As can be appreciated visually, both aITS and IPL reproducibly correlated with distinct subregions of the MTL. The reliability of MTL correlations with aITS and IPL can be observed by the similarity of random-effects *t*-maps obtained in Data Sets 1 and 2 (Figure 6).

To explicitly test whether aITS and IPL are differentially correlated with distinct subregions of MTL, we computed the correlation values from aITS and IPL with each of the anatomically defined seed regions in the MTL in Data Set 2 (Figure 6A,B). Two-way *t*-tests directly contrasted the correlation values of MTL subregions between the aITS and IPL. All *t*-tests were corrected for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method (Shaffer 1995). Results revealed reliably greater correlation values for the aITS relative to the IPL in the anterior hippocampus (*t*(88) = 5.72, *P*corr < 0.001), entorhinal/perirhinal cortices (*ts*(88) > 4.66, *P*corr < 0.001), and the anterior aspect of the parahippocampal cortex (*t*(88) = 3.87, *P*corr < .005). In contrast, reliably greater correlation values were observed for
IPL relative to aITS in posterior parahippocampal cortex ($t(88) > 3.80, P_{corr} < 0.005$). These results clearly demonstrate that the aITS and IPL reliably correlate with distinct subregions of the MTL.
Discussion

Cortical pathways linked to distinct subregions of the MTL were explored using fMRI measurement of intrinsic activity (Biswal et al. 1995; Fox and Raichle 2007). By acquiring two data samples each with significant power, we were able to identify dissociated cortical pathways with a considerable degree of confidence and explore to what extent they converged with expectations from monkey anatomy. The main result of this paper is that we identified two separate cortical pathways that each associate with distinct subregions of the MTL.

The first pathway involves the lateral anterior temporal lobe, along the middle temporal gyrus immediately below the superior temporal sulcus (Figure 4 left panel), and correlates with the perirhinal/entorhinal cortices\(^1\). This pathway converges upon the head of the hippocampus (Figure 6 left panel). The second pathway involves the inferior parietal lobule, retrosplenial cortex, the posterior cingulate, and the ventral portion of ventral medial prefrontal cortex (Figure 4 right panel), and correlates with the posterior parahippocampal cortex. This second pathway converges upon the body of the hippocampus (Figure 6 right panel). The identification of these two pathways in humans provides both

\(^1\) While high-resolution functional imaging was used, the most ambiguous border for the approaches as applied here lies between perirhinal and entorhinal cortices. For this reason, we do not interpret strongly the present finding that entorhinal cortex tracked properties of perirhinal cortex and leave open the possibility that important topographical properties were not fully resolved.
an anatomic reference to be used in future studies and also a basis to understand their distinct functional contributions as many studies in human focus on these cortical regions.

Using high-resolution whole-brain imaging the present results extend previous reports that the MTL is correlated with widespread regions of cortex (Greicius et al. 2004; Vincent et al. 2006) in two important respects. By subdividing and completely covering the MTL it was observed that (1) the brain regions associated with the MTL are comprised of two distinct pathways, and (2) only two major brain pathways are observed. Thus, as predicted from anatomic studies in the monkey, two parallel pathways converge on distinct subregions of the MTL.

The presence of two pathways is broadly consistent with prior evidence from anatomical studies in non-human primates and rodents that emphasize parallel pathways distinguished by their input structure to parahippocampal cortex versus perirhinal cortex (postrhinal cortex in rodent; Burwell and Amaral 1998; Lavenex and Amaral 2000; Suzuki and Amaral 1994a). Based on an analysis of MTL anatomical organization from an evolutionary perspective, Mann and Eichenbaum (2006) recently proposed that a fundamental role of the hippocampus is to combine information about spatial context from the parahippocampal cortex with non-spatial information about items from the perirhinal cortex (see also, Diana et al. 2007; Eichenbaum et al. 2007). Our results
are consistent with these ideas and also suggest how the domain of information being integrated may extend well beyond spatial information.

Specifically, the distributed pathways converging on the hippocampus in humans include areas that likely represent highly processed amodal information, although abstracted spatial representation cannot be fully discounted. The anterior lateral temporal cortex, including regions at or near the temporal pole, has been suggested to play an important role in processing of lexical and/or semantic components of language, as well as processing social and emotional cues (for reviews see Frith and Frith 2003; Olson et al. 2007). These regions have been implicated in semantic dementia (the temporal variant of frontotemporal dementia; e.g., Hodges et al. 1992; Neary et al. 1998; Seeley et al. 2005). Functional neuroimaging studies that activate these or nearby regions often involve mentalizing (e.g., Castelli et al. 2000; Iacoboni et al. 2004; Mitchell et al. 2006; Saxe and Powell 2006), familiarity of faces and voices (e.g., Nakamura et al. 2000; Nakamura et al. 2001), semantics (e.g., Noppeney and Price 2002a; b; Vandenberghe et al. 2002) and autobiographical memory (e.g., Cabeza and St Jacques 2007; Maguire 2001; Svoboda et al. 2006). The relationship of these prior studies to the region identified here as correlated with the MTL memory system will require further study. The present results add to our understanding of anterior lateral temporal cortex by noting that this region is likely to be a connectional hub to the hippocampus by way of the perirhinal/entorhinal cortices.
The second pathway, involving retrosplenial cortex, posterior cingulate, IPL, and ventral medial prefrontal cortex has received considerable recent attention in the human literature because of its engagement during memory tasks including retrieval that emphasizes recollection (Wagner et al. 2005) and autobiographical memory (Svoboda et al. 2006). Recent studies have also suggested that this pathway is recruited when memory is used to construct episodic simulations of future events (Buckner and Carroll 2007; Hassabis and Maguire 2007; Schacter et al. 2007) and during default modes of cognition (Buckner et al. 2008; Gusnard and Raichle 2001). The current findings provide two novel insights. First, this pathway is distinct from the anterior lateral temporal pathway noted above. Many tasks concurrently activate both pathways (e.g., see the meta-analysis of 24 autobiographical memory studies of Svoboda et al. 2006). Thus, future task-based studies should explore whether these two pathways can be systematically dissociated. Second, the pathway converges on the posterior portion of the parahippocampal cortex and the body of the hippocampus, which do not appear to strongly correlate with visual regions. While it is presently unclear how to accommodate this observation given past emphases on the importance of sensory convergence on the MTL, these new results raise the possibility that interactions with the MTL in humans are dominated by extrasensory areas.

In this light, it is important to note that the cortical systems interacting with the MTL have evolved considerably in humans. Van Essen and Dierker
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Kahn et al. (2007) proposed, using interspecies surface-based registration and 23 functionally defined landmarks (see also, Orban et al. 2004), that multiple areal expansions are present in the human brain relative to the macaque. Notably, the inferior parietal lobule and lateral temporal lobe show extensive expansion. Further, an analysis of interspecies registration of macaque LVE areas (Lewis and Van Essen 2000) onto human PALS atlas suggests that macaque area TEc and TEr are shifted inferiorly in humans such that areas TEm and Ts (ST) are located along the superior temporal sulcus (Figure 10, Van Essen and Dierker 2007). The implications of this hypothesized reorganization and areal expansion for the present results is significant. Unlike non-human primates, where connectivity to area TE is predominantly the gateway to the perirhinal cortex (Suzuki and Amaral 1994a; b), it is possible that in human inputs to the perirhinal cortex provide information that is expanded beyond that observed in macaque, receiving predominantly highly processed signals from regions of association cortex.

The candidate subdivisions and corresponding pathways will need to be verified with respect to (1) anatomical connectivity using in-vivo and ex-vivo tracing methods, (2) spontaneous BOLD correlations in non-human primates (e.g., Vincent et al. 2007), and (3) functional organization derived from task manipulations. Nonetheless, the present results provide a novel, robust dissociation of parallel pathways within the MTL memory system. The present results also highlight the importance of understanding the differences in
connectivity and functional-anatomic organization between humans and non-human primates and rodents. Theories of MTL’s role in human memory should consider the contributions of the anterior lateral temporal lobe.
Figure Captions

**Figure 1.** Major anatomic landmarks in the parietal, temporal, and medial temporal lobes. *A:* Reconstructed cortical representation of a typical participant illustrates the various display formats used in this paper. Views of the lateral and medial aspects of the brain show locations of major anatomical landmarks; a view of the ventral aspect shows the location of the medial temporal lobe section analyzed extensively in this paper (outlined in yellow). *B:* Inflated representation of the cortex is shown to the left of a flattened representation of the medial temporal lobe. *C:* Coronal slices of the group average overlaid with an outline of the cortical gray matter ribbon (white) and labels of architectonic cortical subdivisions. The labels were derived from a probabilistic atlas incorporating the probable locations of regions taking into account inter-subject variance of the region (Desikan et al. 2006; Fischl et al. 2002; Fischl et al. 2004). CaS = calcarine sulcus, CoS = collateral sulcus, CS = central sulcus, HF = hippocampal fissure, IPS = intraparietal sulcus, ITS = inferior temporal sulcus, OTS = occipitotemporal sulcus, STS = superior temporal sulcus.

**Figure 2.** Signal-to-noise estimates for the present two data sets. *A:* Lateral and medial views depict relatively uniform signal-to-noise (SNR) across the two groups. *B:* Flattened representation of the medial temporal lobe demonstrates
that signal dropout is predominant between the occipitotemporal and inferior
temporal sulci. Formats of the surface representations are illustrated in Figure 1.
CoS = collateral sulcus, CS = central sulcus, HF = hippocampal fissure, IPS =
intraparietal sulcus, ITS = inferior temporal sulcus, OTS = occipitotemporal
sulcus, STS = superior temporal sulcus.

**Figure 3.** Seed regions in the medial temporal lobe of the left hemisphere. *A:*
Sagittal slices of the group-averaged structural images depict the seed locations
(blue dots) along the long axis of the hippocampus and the collateral sulcus. *B: A*
flattened patch of the medial temporal lobe is shown with the sixteen seed
locations (white dots) depicted. The seeds cover the hippocampus and the medial
temporal lobe including the parahippocampal and perirhinal/entorhinal cortices.
Coordinates here and elsewhere refer to the atlas coordinate system of the MNI
template (see text).

**Figure 4.** Distinct cortical systems are correlated with the perirhinal/entorhinal
cortices (PRc/ERc) and parahippocampal cortex (PHc). Correlation maps are
illustrated for two seed regions along the collateral sulcus. *A. PRc/ERc (MNI
coordinates [-26 -20 -30]) and PHc ([-26 -40 -12]) seeds defined as 3 mm spheres
are depicted on coronal slices of group-averaged structural image. An outline of
the cortical gray matter is depicted below. Seed locations are depicted in black on
coronal slices and as black stars on the cortical ribbon outline. Correlation maps
were obtained after within-subject transformation using Fisher’s r-to-z and submitted for a second level analysis using a random effects model (threshold p < 0.001). Two distinct patterns of correlated activity were observed. B: The PRc/ERc correlated with the anterior aspect of the lateral temporal. C: In contrast, the PHc was correlated with lateral and medial parietal, and ventral medial prefrontal cortices.

**Figure 5.** Distinct cortical systems are correlated with the perirhinal/entorhinal cortices (PRc/ERc) and the body of the hippocampus (bHipp). Correlation maps are illustrated for two seed regions in the anterior part of the collateral sulcus (PRc/ERc) and in the hippocampus. A: PRc/ERc (MNI coordinates [-26 -20 -30]) and PHc (-24 -18 -18) seeds defined as 3 mm spheres are depicted on coronal slices of group average T1-weighted MR images. An outline of the cortical gray matter is depicted below. Seed locations are depicted in black on coronal slices and as black stars on the cortical ribbon outline. Random effects maps (p < .001) were obtained after within-subject transformation using Fisher’s r-to-z and submitted for a second level analysis. B: Two distinct patterns of correlated cortical activity were observed. An overlap map for both left and right hemispheres demonstrates that the PRc/ERc was correlated with the anterior aspect of the lateral temporal lobe (blue), the PHc was correlated with lateral and medial parietal, as well medial prefrontal cortices (red), and overlap in correlated
activity is shown along the collateral sulcus (yellow). Note the close proximity of the seeds and consistent bilateral activation for both seeds.

**Figure 6.** aITS and IPL correlate with distinct subregions of the medial temporal lobe. Correlated activity relative to seed regions in anterior lateral temporal (aITS; MNI coordinates [-50 -2 -32]) and inferior parietal lobule (IPL; [-44 -78 38]) are depicted for the two independent groups. Data Set 1 was used to define the seeds and Data Set 2 is a fully independent replication of the correlation patterns in MTL. A: The anterior lateral temporal and inferior parietal lobe regions were defined in Data Set 1 based on their preferential correlation with the anatomically-defined bHipp and hHipp seed regions, respectively (depicted in black on coronal slices and as black stars on the cortical ribbon outline). The aITS and IPL regions were applied to Data Set 2. Estimated areas based on architectonic subdivisions of the MTL (see text) are depicted on coronal slices of group-averaged T1-weighted MR images, and an outline of the cortical gray matter and seed locations (black stars) are depicted to the left. B: The correlation maps from Data Set 1 are plotted displayed for aITS (left) and IPL (right). The original, anatomically-defined MTL seeds are depicted as circles outlined in black and the critical origin seeds in the MTL are depicted as filled circles. C: Correlation maps for Data Set 2 are shown, representing an independent replication of the dissociation. Note the close similarity in the patterns of correlation observed between the two groups. D: Correlation values $z(r)$ are
presented for each of the two cortical seeds of the 16 MTL regions. These values come from Data Set 2 and thus provide unbiased statistical tests. Seed regions shaded in gray are significantly different between the two cortical seeds and demonstrate an anterior-posterior dissociation. Anterior seed regions show significantly greater correlation with aITS (left), while posterior seed regions show greater correlation with IPL (right) (all \( p_{corr} < 0.05 \)). Correlation values significantly different from zero are outlined in bold (\( p_{corr} < 0.05 \)).

**Figure S1.** Correlations with the hippocampal formation comprise two distinct cortical systems. Correlated activity relative to seed regions in anterior lateral temporal (aITS; MNI coordinates [-50 -2 -32]) and inferior parietal lobule (IPL; [-44 -78 38]) are depicted for the two independent groups used to define the seeds (Data Set 1) and replicate the finding (Data Set 2). The maps are projected on the left cerebral hemisphere of the average fiducial PALS surface using Caret software (Van Essen 2005). The combined cortical networks generated by the hippocampal seeds correspond closely to the correlation map produced from a hippocampal formation seed reported in Vincent et al. (2006).
Table 1. Seed regions of interest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hipp seeds</strong></td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>-38</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>-34</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHc seeds</strong></td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-32</td>
<td>-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-28</td>
<td>-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRc/ERc seeds</strong></td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peak Hipp correlated regions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior inferior temporal sulcus</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral inferior parietal lobule</td>
<td>-44</td>
<td>-78</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peak PHc correlated regions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral inferior parietal lobule</td>
<td>-38</td>
<td>-76</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peak PRc/ERc correlated regions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior inferior temporal sulcus</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>-16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aITS, anterior inferior parietal lobule; bHipp, body of the hippocampus; ERc, entorhinal cortex; hHipp, head of the hippocampus; Hipp, hippocampus; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; PHc, parahippocampal cortex; PRc, perirhinal cortex

‡Anatomically defined seeds in the medial temporal lobe and corresponding peak correlation seeds are denoted.
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Figure 1. Major anatomic landmarks in the parietal, temporal, and medial temporal lobes.  
A: Reconstructed cortical representation of a typical participant illustrates the various  
display formats used in this paper. Views of the lateral and medial aspects of the brain  
show locations of major anatomical landmarks; a view of the ventral aspect shows the  
location of the medial temporal lobe section analyzed extensively in this paper (outlined  
in yellow). B: Inflated representation of the cortex is shown to the left of a flattened  
representation of the medial temporal lobe. C: Coronal slices of the group average  
overlaid with an outline of the cortical gray matter ribbon (white) and labels of  
architectonic cortical subdivisions. The labels were derived from a probabilistic atlas  
in incorporating the probable locations of regions taking into account inter-subject variance  
of the region (Desikan et al. 2006; Fischl et al. 2002; Fischl et al. 2004). CaS = calcarine  
sulcus, CoS = collateral sulcus, CS = central sulcus, HF = hippocampal fissure, IPS =  
intraparietal sulcus, ITS = inferior temporal sulcus, OTS = occipitotemporal sulcus, STS =
superior temporal sulcus.
506x643mm (72 x 72 DPI)
Figure 2. Signal-to-noise estimates for the present two data sets. A: Lateral and medial views depict relatively uniform signal-to-noise (SNR) across the two groups. B: Flattened representation of the medial temporal lobe demonstrates that signal dropout is predominant between the occipitotemporal and inferior temporal sulci. Formats of the surface representations are illustrated in Figure 1. CoS = collateral sulcus, CS = central sulcus, HF = hippocampal fissure, IPS = intraparietal sulcus, ITS = inferior temporal sulcus, OTS = occipitotemporal sulcus, STS = superior temporal sulcus.
Figure 3. Seed regions in the medial temporal lobe of the left hemisphere. A: Sagittal slices of the group-averaged structural images depict the seed locations (blue dots) along the long axis of the hippocampus and the collateral sulcus. B: A flattened patch of the medial temporal lobe is shown with the sixteen seed locations (white dots) depicted. The seeds cover the hippocampus and the medial temporal lobe including the parahippocampal and perirhinal/entorhinal cortices. Coordinates here and elsewhere refer to the atlas coordinate system of the MNI template (see text).
Figure 4. Distinct cortical systems are correlated with the perirhinal/entorhinal cortices (PRC/ERC) and parahippocampal cortex (PHC). Correlation maps are illustrated for two seed regions along the collateral sulcus. A. PRC/ERC (MNI coordinates [-26 -20 -30]) and PHC ([26 -40 -12]) seeds defined as 3 mm spheres are depicted on coronal slices of group-averaged structural image. An outline of the cortical gray matter is depicted below. Seed locations are depicted in black on coronal slices and as black stars on the cortical ribbon outline. Correlation maps were obtained after within-subject transformation using Fisher's r-to-z and submitted for a second level analysis using a random effects model (threshold p < 0.001). Two distinct patterns of correlated activity were observed. B: The PRC/ERC correlated with the anterior aspect of the lateral temporal. C: In contrast, the PHC was correlated with lateral and medial parietal, and ventral medial prefrontal cortices.
Figure 5. Distinct cortical systems are correlated with the perirhinal/entorhinal cortices (PRc/ERc) and the body of the hippocampus (bHipp). Correlation maps are illustrated for two seed regions in the anterior part of the collateral sulcus (PRc/ERc) and in the hippocampus. A: PRc/ERc (MNI coordinates [-26 -20 -30]) and PHc (-24 -18 -18) seeds defined as 3 mm spheres are depicted on coronal slices of group average T1-weighted MR images. An outline of the cortical gray matter is depicted below. Seed locations are depicted in black on coronal slices and as black stars on the cortical ribbon outline. Random effects maps (p < .001) were obtained after within-subject transformation using Fisher's r-to-z and submitted for a second level analysis. B: Two distinct patterns of correlated cortical activity were observed. An overlap map for both left and right hemispheres demonstrates that the PRc/ERc was correlated with the anterior aspect of the lateral temporal lobe (blue), the PHc was correlated with lateral and medial parietal, as well medial prefrontal cortices (red), and overlap in correlated activity is shown along the collateral sulcus (yellow). Note the close proximity of the seeds and consistent bilateral activation for both seeds.
Figure 6. aITS and IPL correlate with distinct subregions of the medial temporal lobe. Correlated activity relative to seed regions in anterior lateral temporal (aITS; MNI coordinates [-50 -2 -32]) and inferior parietal lobule (IPL; [-44 -78 38]) are depicted for the two independent groups. Data Set 1 was used to define the seeds and Data Set 2 is a fully independent replication of the correlation patterns in MTL. A: The anterior lateral temporal and inferior parietal lobe regions were defined in Data Set 1 based on their preferential correlation with the anatomically-defined bHipp and hHipp seed regions, respectively (depicted in black on coronal slices and as black stars on the cortical ribbon outline). The aITS and IPL regions were applied to Data Set 2. Estimated areas based on architectonic subdivisions of the MTL (see text) are depicted on coronal slices of group-averaged T1-weighted MR images, and an outline of the cortical gray matter and seed locations (black stars) are depicted to the left. B: The correlation maps from Data Set 1
are plotted displayed for aITS (left) and IPL (right). The original, anatomically-defined MTL seeds are depicted as circles outlined in black and the critical origin seeds in the MTL are depicted as filled circles. C: Correlation maps for Data Set 2 are shown, representing an independent replication of the dissociation. Note the close similarity in the patterns of correlation observed between the two groups. D: Correlation values $z(r)$ are presented for each of the two cortical seeds of the 16 MTL regions. These values come from Data Set 2 and thus provide unbiased statistical tests. Seed regions shaded in gray are significantly different between the two cortical seeds and demonstrate an anterior-posterior dissociation. Anterior seed regions show significantly greater correlation with aITS (left), while posterior seed regions show greater correlation with IPL (right) (all $p_{corr} < 0.05$). Correlation values significantly different from zero are outlined in bold ($p_{corr} < 0.05$).
Figure S1. Correlations with the hippocampal formation comprise two distinct cortical systems. Correlated activity relative to seed regions in anterior lateral temporal (aITS; MNI coordinates [-50 -2 -32]) and inferior parietal lobule (IPL; [-44 -78 38]) are depicted for the two independent groups used to define the seeds (Data Set 1) and replicate the finding (Data Set 2). The maps are projected on the left cerebral hemisphere of the average fiducial PALS surface using Caret software (Van Essen 2005). The combined cortical networks generated by the hippocampal seeds correspond closely to the correlation map produced from a hippocampal formation seed reported in Vincent et al. (2006).